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CLUBiNG aroUNd

PresideNt’s MessaGe

AntIQue WIReLess AssOCIAtIOn
The AWA will hold its annual membership and board meetings on Sun., Nov. 2 in the
Conference Center (across the street from the museum) at the AWA’s Antique Wireless
Museum complex at 6925 Routes 5 & 20 (intersection with Rt. 444) in Bloomfield, NY.
All members are welcome. Dues are $35 per year. For more information, please see
www.antiquewireless.org.
WIsCOnsIn AntIQue RAdIO CLuB, InC.

Another Radiofest has come and gone and what a time it was! So many of our
members put forth an amazing amount of effort; resulting in a success worthy of praise
far beyond my abilities. I am sure that our members who attended share my feelings.
On their behalf, again I say “Thanks, to all of the folks who helped make Radiofest 2014
such a success.” From swap meet layout, registration to the auction, the program forums
and speakers to the atrium display, the contest, ladies luncheon, the vintage ham station,
the banquet and program, rainstorm recovery, down to the donation auction, it was
admirably done.

The next WARCI meeting will take place Sun., Nov 9 at “The Terminal”, located at 5917 South
Howell Street in Milwaukee near the airport from 7AM-11AM. For information about the club,
please contact President Greg Hunolt at ghunolt@excel.net or see the web site at www.warci.org.

nORtHLAnd AntIQue RAdIO CLuB
NARC’s annual fall indoor swap meet will be held on Nov 1. For information and the
location, please see the website http://www.northlandantiqueradioclub.com/index.shtml.
MICHIGAn AntIQue RAdIO CLuB
MARC’s Vintage Electronics Expo will be held Saturday, October 18, 2014 in
Kalamazoo, MI. For more information please see www.michiganantiqueradio.org or
contact John DenHartigh at 269-217-0539.
IndIAnA HIstORICAL RAdIO sOCIetY
The IHRS Fall Foliage Meet will be on Oct. 4 at 8:00am at the Riley Park Shelter,
Greenfield, Indiana. (One block north of US40 on Apple Street.) For more information
please see http://www.indianahistoricalradio.org/ihrsched.htm.

Now, what do we do for an encore, next year? Plans will begin taking shape at
the October meeting, looking at a number of items for continuation or improvement.
The election of officers will be held October 5th. The other current officers agree to
serve another term. Secretary, Keith Schreiter, although moving to Tennessee, will
continue in his position, supported locally by Eileen Hecker. I am seeking a person to
step in as President. If there is a volunteer willing to accept the “opportunity”, please
let me know immediately. I call it an opportunity, because it is really is – just read the
next paragraph.
In the past four years I have learned the value of being active in an organization
like ARCI. From a ‘Radio History’ standpoint I have learned about the challenges that
were faced and the tenacity needed to succeed in the early 1900s when the craft was in
its infancy. I have been able to quantify time in that era, when I realize that my great
grand-father died the same year that Marconi was chasing spark-gap signals across his
family’s farm in Italy. And my dad was born in the same year that Marconi was planning
his Trans-Atlantic communication. And, I have learned about the fine points in spark
transmitters, and the amazing applications of triode tubes in the 1920s, and other
wonders. But all of that is overshadowed by the relationships I have enjoyed with the
ARCI members. Yes, I have spent quite a bit of time, but it has been well worth the
investment. To ARCI members, recently retired, or about to retire, ACTIVE participation
in ARCI is guaranteed to slow the “aging process.” It is better to wear out than rust out.
Good news about Radiofest 2015. Major renovations at the Willowbrook Inn were
delayed long enough to accommodate Radiofest 2014. They are now under way with a
completion date targeted in late Spring 2015, at which time they will resume their
affiliation as a Holiday Inn. By next August they will be up to speed with improved
accommodations and a fresh new look. Booking details are under way for Radiofest
dates July 30-31& Aug 1, 2015.

CLassifieds
WANTED: Parts to restore a Philco 70 - (i) tube shield for the 3 tubes on the left side
of the chassis, (ii) speaker with good cone and voice coil assembly (a model 20 or model
90 speaker could be a suitable), (iii) recommendation for someone who can re-cone a
speaker of this era. Contact: Bill Koski at tubesrus@peoplepc.com.
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I am looking forward to our next Sunday morning meeting on October 5. Bring
along an entry for the People Choice Contest, and if early autumn house-cleaning yields
something for the donation auction, bring that along too. Remember - ARCI is your
club! Please let me know if you have any suggestions. You can email me directly at
oshuler@comcast.net or 217-257-5830.
See You At The Next Meet, 30 & 73,
OLIn sHuLeR, W9PQd
ARCI PRESIDENT
~3~

iMPortaNt UPCoMiNG BUsiNess MeetiNG
oCtoBer 5, 2014
Every October, ARCI conducts its annual Officer Elections. ARCI will conduct its
annual business meeting at 9:30am on October 5, 2014. At that time, we intend to discuss
planning for 2015 and we will hold officer elections. We strongly urge all interested
members, Officers and Board members to attend. ARCI’s slate for 2014-2015 is as
follows:
Board of Directors
Officers
Dr. Barry Janov, Chairman
OPEN, President
Jeff Aulik
Jim Novak, Vice President
David Bart
Keith Schreiter, Secretary/Membership
Art Bilski
Rudy Hecker, Treasurer
Harry Blesy
Tom Kleinschmidt
Steve Muchow, Advisor
Robert Piekarz
ARCI has been fortunate to have wonderful leadership over the years, but new
blood is needed to preserve the vitality and initiative of one of the best radio collecting
clubs in the country. WE NEED YOU!!! We intend to review Radiofest, local meets,
ARCI News, and other key services for 2015 including planning for Radiofest which is
already underway. ARCI is your club!! Please plan to participate and lend a hand! See
you at the meeting!!

VOLunteeRs fOR 2015
ARCI has been fortunate to have a great team of volunteers over the years who
have faithfully and generously served the club. They deserve your thanks and recognition
for all the support they provided. Remember, ARCI is your club and we need your help
too! As we all pitch-in, the club will continue to improve for everyone’s benefit. Please
talk with one of the officers, Board Members or current volunteers for more information
on how you can join-in to lend-a-hand. ARCI looks forward to working with the
following during the upcoming year.
Greg Hunolt, Radiofest Auction Coordinator

Jim Sargent, Radiofest Auctioneer

Jim Novak, KC9IPB Ham Radio Station

Tom Kleinschmidt, Donation Auction

Ed & Judy Huether, Radiofest Coordinators

Janet & Jack Lavelle, Hospitality

Rudy Hecker, Signage, People’s Choice Contest

Jim Rajkovac, Webmaster

Art Bilski, Public Relations

Cindy Fudge, ARCI Newsletter Publisher

Marv Worst, Audio Visual Productions, Radiofest AV

Julia Bart, Registration and ARCI Newsletter Editor

BUsiNess Card ads
We invite all of our members to scan and send in your business card to be included
in ARCI News. For $80 your card will appear in the next 6 issues! Your card will be
seen by approximately 400 people per issue and up to 1,000 people at Radiofest where
we make additional copies of ARCI News available at no charge. If interested, please
scan your card and send it to jbart1964@gmail.com and mail a check for $80 to Rudy
Hecker, ARCI Treasurer, 127 Weymouth Court, Schaumburg, IL 60193. Thank you all
for your continued support of ARCI!!!

Karl Johnson & Pete Nauseda, Parking & Information Elaine Hecker, Registration
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HeaLtH aNd weLfare

tHe radiofest 2014 rePort
By olin shuler

RAdIOfest 2014 WAs A HuGe suCCess
Radiofest 2014 commemorated the 100th anniversary of World War I, and the 75th
anniversary of D-Day in World War II. The atrium at the Willowbrook Inn was filled
with the most amazing display of vintage military radio equipment and memorabilia
from the two eras, that has been seen in the mid-west in many years. See pictures at
antique-radios.org
Thanks to many volunteers, the Thursday set-up was completed and facilities
readied on time.

Janet LaVelle
As we went to press, we learned about the very, very sad news that Janet LaVelle
passed away after a short illness. We will include a memorium in the next issue. Janet,
our Cookie Lady, was loved by all and will be very sorely missed. Our information as
of September 15 is as follows:
Janet suffered from pneumonia and other ailments and was treated at South
Suburban Hospital. She was placed into hospice care in her final days and passed away
on September 12 surrounded by her friends and family.
Janet was a long time member of ARCI and IHRS stretching back to the early
days of radio collecting and the formation of these clubs. She was also known for her
volunteer efforts with South Suburban PADS, a non-profit organization that provides
shelter and services for homeless people, and the Illinois Veterans Home located in
Manteno. Her home was frequently filled with the donations she and her husband Jack
collected for PADS and for the Illinois Veterans Home. Janet and Jack's home and their
radio museum were filled with a lifetime of collecting treasures, each with a unique
story; and, the stories were usually about the people not just the radio or the antique.
Friends and family have started a fundraising effort to provide for her family in its
time of need. Anyone who wishes to donate can make checks payable to the Janet
LaVelle Family Fund, and mail their donation to CNB Bank and Trust, 5459 W. 159th
St., Oak Forest.

The Thursday evening auction opened with good news. Renovation at the
Willowbrook Inn was to begin within a few days of our departure, and upon completion
in the Spring of 2015, the hotel would re-join the Holiday Inn organization. We were
assured of good accommodations and a warm welcome in 2015.
After presentation of the colors and the National Anthem, the auction with Jim
Sargent was under way. I simply had to be impressed by the quality of so many items
in the auction and also the quantity with 324 lots “passing over the auction block.” Sales
for the evening totaled $37,778, which is an all time record for an ARCI auction. Along
the way we immediately saw some things we can easily do to move along faster and
finish earlier, even with a large number of lots. Our thanks go to Greg Hunolt and his
auction team. See other auction details in this issue.
Friday morning opened with a “weather related cliff-hanger” – clouds and rain
threatened a rainout, but astute use of internet weather maps convinced us not to worry
– the rain would pass us to the south and it really did so. Those that hung-on found
sunshine, smiling faces and brisk sales ruled the day until late afternoon. The vintage
ham radio station logged contacts including some rare DX. Ed Huether’s Radio Clinic
tent drew a nice group as the program seminars began for the day. The sellers I talked
with appeared not to be disappointed about sales. Pictures are at antique-radios.org
Pete Neusada filled the pre-lunch seminar spot in the ball room with a Vacuum
Tube Audio question and answer session. Four of the six seminars presented had a World
War II flavor. Three of the sessions described activity on the “home front”: Motorola
During WWII by Olin Shuler; Ham Radio During Wartime Silence with Bill Ross; and
The Voice of America and Charlie Stinger which was nicely done by Robert White and
Robert Sands from the Cincinnati Club. But clearly the star of the afternoon was WWII
veteran bombardier, Sgt. Frank Glas who flew 35 missions over Europe in a B-17. His
stories of flying the bomber they would use in combat, from the factory in California to
its base in England, and his stories about his first mission, and later being shot down
(safely), and other details drew an extended standing ovation from a full meeting room.

Janet wished to be cremated with a separate memorial to be held by her friends
and family that celebrated life. The memorial service will be held Saturday September
27 from noon-4pm at the Oak Forest Senior Center located at 155th and Kilpatrick in
Oak Forest. Please email Julia and David Bart at jbart1964@gmail.com if you are
planning to attend so that we can provide an estimated headcount to the family.

The contest room was simply great. Take a look at Daniel Schoo’s photos at
antique-radios.org. Contest winners are listed in this issue. I keep urging folks to bring
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things to the contest. I met a fellow at the Michigan Extravaganza, invited him to
Radiofest and to bring along an entry. He did and he, Pat Gearty, from the Minneapolis
Club took home a first place ribbon for his SCR-300 Walkie Talkie from WWII.
The awards banquet drew an eager crowd, happy and hungry of course, but also
ready to welcome the Legacy Girls who expertly re-created the great WWII music of
the Andrews Sisters.
We were happy to welcome presidents from 8 other clubs, and an amateur radio
operator from Brazil, in Chicago on vacation, who found us in an activities directory.
We were also happy to again welcome Chuck Schaeden and John Russell, both great
broadcasting advocates of ARCI.
The Legacy Girls presented a truly authentic Andrews Sisters performance. I
believe I know at least some of the words to every song they had on the Hit Parade
between 1940 and 1950. I visited with them briefly before the show and asked them if
“Beat Me Daddy, Eight to The Bar” was on their play list. They said, yes it was, but
expressed some hesitation about singing it. They had grown up in the late 1980s and to
them the title sounded “kind of politically-incorrect”, for today’s audiences. I explained
its origin, it being a reference to the time signature of Boogie-Woogie rhythm, played
eight beats to the bar. It originated as a ‘spontaneous-shout’ by a drummer in a boogieband, Ray McKinley, who later played in the Glenn Miller Military Orchestra in WWII.
The Girls did a fine job with the song, now singing with an enlightened conscience.
I sensed they were about to do the next-to-the-last number just before closing their
show, when they called me up on stage, sat me down and proceeded to sing their modified
version of “Oh Johnny Oh”, doing it as “Oh Olin Oh”. What an opportunity, ending up
with one on each knee and one behind me. I had no idea there were that many cell phone,
smart phone, tablet, and flash cameras in the room! What great fun and a fine evening.
Saturday morning brought a good weather day with some swap meet sales activity
and the donation auction. The donation auction brought a little over $900. Everyone
enjoys a good bargain and the donation auction is the place to be. I saw a really nice,
expensive large old GE console radio in the group. I worried about what might happen
to it until I saw a serious looking new owner lovingly slide it into the open tailgate of a
new looking Dodge Charger. The super clean carpet inside the vehicle was immaculate,
as it accepted its first precious load. I was relieved. The Donation-Auction-Iron-ManAward should go to Alan Jochem who took home a late 1940s Sylvania projection
console TV, the ultimate boat anchor. Alan says thanks to the five people it took to load
it. Yes, it was safely unloaded at Quincy, and no one was hurt.
Shortly after 10:30 AM a group gathered around the hospitality tent for the sellers
raffle and the final 50/50 drawings done by Janet LaVelle. This being a commemoration
of World War II, the event was ended with the final words said by General Douglas
MacArthur at the surrender ceremonies in Tokyo Bay ending the war: “I declare that
these proceedings are closed.”
By noon the parking lot was mostly clear. Treasurer Rudy Hecker and Olin Shuler
paid the hotel bill, set things in motion for 2015 and so ended another successful
Radiofest.
~6~
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fIVe CLuBs COntInue tO MAKe A dIffeRenCe

Presentation Loop Antenna

Radiofest continues to have a national reach and typically attracts international
participants. Our attendees this year included people from Canada, Australia, France
and more than half of the United States. Radiofest is the product of five major clubs,
spanning New York to Texas. We thank each of these organizations for all their hard
work!!

ABOut tHe AuCtIOn
Jim Sargent, returned this year to call the auction, and Greg Hunolt and the auction
volunteers tracked the auction with new staff, software, revised methods and much
improved processing. Registration flowed seamlessly; the auction started on time, and
was a resounding success. 146 persons participated in the auction this year, essentially the
same as 145 last year. We had 68 persons who consigned lots, up from 58 last year and 54
in 2012. We had 324 lots consigned, way up from 222 last year and 194 in 2011. Because
of some combining of lots, 316 lots were auctioned, and of these 240 lots sold. The total
sales were $37,783, which was up from $26,480 last year, $25,300 in 2012 and $16,400 in
2011. The average sale price was $157.40. There were 76 no-sale lots this year, a no-sale
rate of 24%, up from 19% last year. Overall, this was a highly successful year!!
Some data on auction sales and detail for the top lots by selling price follows below.
Auction Results
Lots
Avg Price
Hammer Price
> $1000
6
$650
Hammer Price $500 - $999
11
$235
Hammer Price $250 - $499
22
$152
Hammer Price $100 - $249
47
$ 65
Hammer Price
< $100
154
$ 47
Totals
240 Total $37,783
No Sale
76
Total Auction
316
Avg $157
Top Priced Lots
Zenith Model 835
RCA Wings Cigarette
Sparton Blue Glass Sled
Altec Amplifier
Hickock Model 5390
Scott All Wave
~8~

1924. Washington, D.C. “In recognition of his having conducted the most successful
radio exhibition in the U.S., Alfred Stern, director of Washington’s first radio
exposition, see attached flyer, was presented with this elaborate loop antenna by Dr.
James Harris Rogers, famous inventor. It is estimated that 50,000 persons attended
this exhibition. Harris & Ewing glass negative.

Price
$2,600
$1,400
$1,300
$1,300
$1,200
$1,000
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The Telegraphone

VOLunteeR Of tHe YeAR
The ARCI Volunteer of the Year Award was created to recognize individuals who,
through their efforts, have made significant contributions to the organization in support
of our avocation, our club and its activities. This year’s Volunteer of the Year Award
went to Jim Rajkovac for his incredible service to ARCI revamping and modernizing
our website. Jim is continuing as webmaster in 2015. His many hours in these efforts
are greatly appreciated by everyone. We want to give Jim a well deserved and very
special Thank You on behalf of everyone at ARCI for your years of continued service
and your many generous contributions to the club.

RAdIOfest HAM stAtIOn COntACts
12 stAtes & sLOVenIA

1924. “The latest in radio development which has been perfected by Mr. H.P. O’Reilly
of Washington, D.C.” Harris & Ewing glass negative.

Our ARCI vintage Amateur Radio station, KC9IPB, netted about three dozen
contacts this year at Radiofest, including twelve states and Slovenia. Equipment consisted
of a 1960’s vintage Hallicrafters SX-111 receiver and prototype HT-37 transmitter
provided by Bill Greenwald, KC9KLA with a Hallicrafters speaker loaned by Bob Drake,
KB9NJP. For local contacts, we used Jim Novak’s, WA9FIH, vintage Kenwood TW4000. Jim also provided the antennas, a multiband dipole for HF and vertical for two
meters. Ed Schumacher, WA9GQK brought the spacious canopy, and Chris Farley,
KC9IEQ, hauled out the tilt up mast loaned to us by the Fox River Radio League. Most
of our contacts were made on the 40 and 2 Meter bands. We had many visitors, including
Henrique Fernandez, PY2GVU from Brazil! A special commemorative QSL card is being
designed and will be made available to all who contacted the station. Thanks to everyone
who had a part in this very successful operation.

This picture seems to incorporate a “Telegraphone,” the early wire recorder alluded
to on the wall. Never miss another radio program again! The amplifier on the left looks
like a Western Electric 7A. It used three 216A tubes. Both the amp, and the tubes are
fairly rare and valuable today
After I sent out this picture and information on the Telegraphone, one of my old
friends wrote back. He’s a retired B-17 and 747 captain and the holder of the callsign
WB2WNO. He told the following story about his early impressions of radio in about
1926:
“What an impressive rig. This was the year of my birth. I still carry 5U4s in my
tube caddy, but no 216As. We had a Philco console electronic wonder in our living
room. At the age of two, I was afraid of it because I thought that there was a little man
in there who adjusted the volume when I turned the knob. I was afraid that, if I did it
too much, he would get mad at me. True story. What do you expect from a two year old.
It was later that I studied electronics. - OV”

Radiofest Ham Station Operations.

OtHeR AWARds And ReCOGnItIOns

(OV is an affectionate moniker used by persons who have difficulty pronouncing
his actual name, Ottavio Vincenzo Pezzi)

Each year, ARCI tries to thank all those who contributed to the success of the club.
It takes the efforts of many people to make our club function. We graciously and
gratefully recognize these individuals annually at each Radiofest during the Carolyn
Knipfel Banquet. On behalf of the ARCI Board of Directors and the membership,
congratulations to everyone for their many contributions in achieving a very successful
year for ARCI and an outstanding Radiofest 2014!
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radiofest PHoto review

Recording Off-the-Air in 1931

1922. Washington, D.C. “Radio at District jail.” Programming for a captive audience.
Harris & Ewing Collection glass negative.
In this production of an electrical transcription, the radio broadcast is being
recorded onto the disks for playback later or for archival purposes. From the label it’s a
Victor Home Recording blank. The plastic records were pre-grooved, so the recording
process was done by embossing, not cutting. From the photo it looks like the grooves
are already modulated, so the record is being played back.
The turntable is an RCA Photophone similar to the “Theatre Phonograph” in the
illustration below. These were used to play background music during seating and
intermission in the early days of sound pictures. They could also be used to pipe radio
into the cinema.
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fUN PHotos & faCtoids froM awa
Contributed By stan avery

radiofest PHoto review

Broadcasting to a Captive Audience

1922. Washington, D.C. “Radio at District jail.” Programming for a captive audience.
Harris & Ewing Collection glass negative.

World War I Women In Wireless

New York, 1917. “Helen Campbell.” A Hunter College student licensed as a wireless
operator during World War I. Bain News Service.
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radiofest wiNNer’s CirCLe
eQUiPMeNt CoNtest wiNNers
Radiofest held its annual Old Equipment Contest in August under the direction of
Jeff Aulik and Barry Janov. Many great entries were submitted and quite a few rare
items were on display. Congratulations to everyone on all the fine entries, and of course,
congratulations to the winners!!
dr. Ralph Muchow Best of show Award & People’s Choice Award
Zenith Transistor Radio Display, Norm Smith
People’s Choice Award
U.S. Military Radio Schools Display, David & Julia Bart
Chairman’s Award
Miniature Zenith Radio Store in Walton's Cabinet, Frank Rasada
Best Historical display Award
U.S. Military Radio Schools Display, David & Julia Bart
Best Restoration Award
Norden-Hauck DX-5, Michael Feldt
Radios Pre-1930
1st - RPM Breadboard 50, Tom Burgess
2nd - Melo-Heald 11, Michael Feldt
3rd - Leutz Pliodyne 9 and 6, Geoff Bourne
Radios 1930-WWII (1945)
1st - Norden-Hauck DX-5, Michael Feldt
2nd - Zenith Child's Chairside, Geoff Bourne
Radios Post-WWII (>1945)
1st - GE 200, John Reinicke
2nd - Delco R1170, William Ballad
Military Radios
1st - Motorola SCR 300/BC 1000 Walkie-talkie,
Pat Gearty
2nd - Westinghouse and Eimac Radar Tubes,
Tom Burgess
3rd - VIZ ML- 659 (V1) Radiosonde,
John Reinicke

transistor and novelty Radios
1st - Zenith Transistor Radio Display, Norm Smith
2nd - Novelty Liquor Flask Radio, Jay Volke
3rd - NOS Motorola Transistor Radio with
Documentation, Stan Kleen
speakers
1st - Badger Cone Speaker and Literature,
Dale Boyce
2nd - Seafone Speaker, Jay Volke
3rd - USS Hornet Ship's Speaker,
David & Julia Bart
Vacuum tube Audio
1st - Pioneer FM-P300 Receiver, Geoff Bourne
2nd - Heathkit AJ-53 Wideband AM Tuner,
John Reinicke
Made in the Midwest
1st - Tri- City Two Tube Regenerative Receiver,
Bill Allen
2nd - Howard 901A Table Radio, John Reinicke
Open Category
1st - U.S. Military Radio Schools Display,
Dave Bart
2nd - Miniature Zenith Radio Store in Walton's
Cabinet, Frank Rasada
3rd - Sonatron Resistance Coupled Amplifier,
Jim Novak
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News
News froM
froM tHe
tHe HaMsHaCK
HaMsHaCK
JimNovak,
Novak, wa9fiH
ByByJim
wa9fiH

A MYsteRY RAdIO MAde In CHICAGO
I have attended Radiofest since the “Elgin days” of the early 1990’s. I suppose that
I shouldn’t be surprised at what surfaces in our meets. But this year was indeed special,
made so by a quite unexpected, but most welcome gift. Our friend Geoff Bourne brought
a radio made in Chicago back with him from his home in St. Albans, West Virginia!
I am reluctant to call the radio “one of a kind”, but it certainly is not a regular
production item. The biggest clue to its origin is an engraved Formica nameplate
proclaiming “GIFT OF ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY!” Geoff knows
that I am not only an IIT alumnus, but have been teaching there since the last millennium
as well. He correctly thought that I would like to have it.
The radio is in a sturdy plywood cabinet, arranged
vertically – let’s call it a tombstone style. It has a speaker
above a Weston 0-5 ma panel meter (probably an “S”
meter – signal strength indicator). Below the meter, there
is a tuning knob, and to the right of the tuner is a volume
control with on-off switch.
A look through the open back reveals a three gang
tuning capacitor, row of IF cans marked 1700 kc., a
power transformer, and six metal tubes, including a 6H6,
6K8, and four 1851. Type 1851 pentode tubes, which
Unknown Radio Gifted at IIT.
have unusual small diameter grid caps, were designed for
use as video IF amps in late 1930's televisions, and were super-ceded by the 1853/6AB7.
I haven’t had a chance to check the frequency range yet, although with an IF at the high
end of the AM broadcast band, it looks like it is probably a short wave receiver.
How old is it? Well, IIT was formed by the
merger of the Armor Institute and Lewis University in
1940, so I would imagine it was assembled sometime
in the 1940s or early 1950s at the latest. What is the
connection to IIT? No one is left at the university from
that era, and an email to one of my friends who is
retired from the Electrical Engineering Department
confirmed that it was from before his time (the early
1960s). He feels, as I do, that it may have been a class
or club project, but neither of us has any idea about the
motivation for making the radios (presumably more
than one was built), or whether West Virginia was the
intended destination.
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Chassis View of the IIT Radio

CoLLeCtor’s CorNer
an occasional Column on radio Collecting
By david Bart

teRRIfIC WAR dIsPLAY At RAdIOfest
This year there Radiofest hosted a dual theme display: The Two World Wars. We
marked the 100th anniversary of the start of World War I and the 70th anniversary of DDay in World War II by showcasing communications equipment from both wars.
Technology leaped forward as a result of each historic event, and our display featured
hardware and memorabilia from both periods. Many items had documentation, including
newspaper or magazine articles and original equipment instructions and photos. Visitors
could see a complete line-up of trench war telegraph, telephone, heliograph and radio
equipment. A complete WWI aircraft radio was fully labeled. Extremely rare WWI
mule set wireless equipment was on display with documentation. A complete collection
of military/government communications posters from both wars spanned the back of the
Atrium. WWII Japanese wireless, US Handy-talkies and portable sets, as well as a US
Civil Defense memorabilia could be seen. Original telegram orders announcing the
Armistice and ceasing hostilities to end the Great War were also shown. We also had
original orders from General Eisenhower to the troops on D-Day and his orders
disbanding Supreme Headquarter Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) at the close of
the WWII. A special thank you goes to all who participated in putting together these
two outstanding displays. Additional photos are available on the ARCI website at
www.antique-radios.org.
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radiofest 2104
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